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A historic Lake of the Isles home undergoes a thoughtful restoration and update,
returning to its original grandeur.
written by ellen olson, photography by corey gaffer photography
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Owning a historic home is a big commitment. Updates are
essential to accommodate necessary modern conveniences,
but respect for architectural integrity is also imperative. It’s
a delicate balance, one that homeowners Bob and Sharla
Frenzel were willing to assume. When the two of them, along
with their two young boys, Charlie and Sawyer, relocated to
Minneapolis from Dallas in 2016, they were immediately
drawn to Lake of the Isles. The grandeur of the homes,
along with easy access to downtown and the active lifestyle,
influenced their decision.
Emery Mapes, a co-founder of Cream of Wheat
Company, built their Italian Renaissance-style home in
1915. The exterior has a very imposing presence, but once
inside, Sharla fell in love with the screened-in porch, and
the extensive woodwork found throughout the home. “Once
I saw that porch, I knew I wanted the house,” said Sharla.
“Bob and I purchased the home thinking that big renovations
wouldn’t be necessary. Well, that was six years ago!”
As the reality of furnishing and settling into the home
began to sink in, Sharla started a search for an interior design
firm to guide her through the process. “I was still living
in Dallas, and I didn’t know anyone in Minneapolis,” she
remarked. “I looked through some online portfolios and
called Sandy LaMendola of Twist Interior Design. We met,
and that was it. She ‘got me,’ and she pulled a vision for the
home out of me. She’s just phenomenal.”
The remodel has been an ongoing, staged project. “We
started with the living room and billiards room, as getting
overhead lighting into those rooms was the only way to make
them habitable,” said Sharla. “The dearth of light fixtures
throughout the home created one of the biggest challenges to
the remodel,” said Sandy. “The light sources were inadequate
in both scale and the illumination they provided; fixing that
was foundational in our approach to the remodel.” The home
is built of concrete, including the walls and ceilings, so the
lighting installation was painstaking work. “It’s like tearing
up streets,” said Sandy. “Gutters are cut into the walls and
ceilings, and then you have to replaster the walls to make it
look like nothing happened. Unfortunately, plaster finishing
is a dying art, and finding artisans who can restore the
finishes are difficult to find.”
Stylistically the home’s interior was not a good match
for the new homeowners, so Sandy took them through a
process to identify their aesthetic. “Sandy helped me to see
that the bones of the home were 1915, and preserving them
was essential,” said Sharla. “The juxtaposition of modern
furniture and finishes against the traditional backdrop
elevates the home, and we added some touches of whimsy
that keeps things fun and interesting.” Textiles throughout
the home are modern and contemporary, with a touch
of sparkle.
Changes made to the home over the years were not
in keeping with the architectural details of the period, so
they were restored to the original. The living room has an
abstract floral rug as its base. Branch-like chandeliers and a
soft palette give the room a more organic, slightly feminine
feeling. Tufted accent chairs flank the antique leather game
table and are upholstered with printed velvet that evokes an
abstract landscape with dark forms resembling mountains
and sky.
continued on page 49
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Artwork from Weinstein Hammons Gallery:
Paolo Ventura
Teatro Ruzzier, 2019
Pigment & collage on paper
Adam Fuss
Untitled, 2019
Pigment print on gesso coated aluminum,lake
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“The home is rooted in traditionalism, but the
furnishings, fabrics, and art infuse the home with
a new spirit and energy.”
–SANDY LAMENDOLA, TWIST INTERIOR DESIGN
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project credits:
builder: john kraemer & sons
interior design: twist interior design
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continued from page 44
The billiards room, formerly used as a den, was returned to
its original purpose and elegance. Deep colors, luxurious flannel
walls and window treatments, and strong metal lighting forms
anchor the space. Bob located an antique pool table that he had
restored. A bar cabinet was restyled to add leaded glass, wood
shelves, and interior lighting and is a fitting backdrop for the topshelf bar. The room is handsome and masculine, and the perfect
setting for entertaining guests.
The most dramatic transformation was in the dining room.
A built-in hutch and buffet were added back into the room and
finished with period details and interior lighting. Venetian plaster
finishes the walls and ceiling, which add dimensional, visual
texture. “The walls have a lustre to them, and we added a bit more
shimmer on the ceiling,” said Sandy. “They provide a reflective,
metallic finish that creates a beautiful ambiance by candlelight.”
The beautiful gleaming walnut table is a custom design, and it
expands to accommodate additional guests. The print velvet lily
pattern on the chairs has an enormous repeat, so guests enjoy a
different part of the pattern on each chair. “The room is wellsuited for everyday living as well as the large-scale entertaining
that my clients enjoy,” she added.
The mirror amplifies the light, and art lights wash the walls
and illuminate the room’s artwork. The multimedia collage Teatro
Ruzzier by Italian artist Paolo Ventura is a good conversation
starter, and the dimensional floral work by British artist Adam
Fuss adds drama to the nook. Both pieces were sourced at
Weinstein Hammons Gallery. “My little family of four eats
together in the dining room almost every evening,” said Sharla.
“But we love to entertain and fill the dining room with guests.”
Original stained glass windows and floor tiles are found in
the charming breakfast room. The room has its own personality
and spirit, with mismatched pieces that pull together for a casual,
but cohesive look. The mama and papa bear chairs are cozy and
comfortable. A bench, where the boys sit, frames the window.
The birdcage light fixture is three feet tall. The mural is painted
on canvas and features personal touches requested by the family.
The frolicking subjects give the room a sense of good, lighthearted
fun. It’s a modern take on traditional landscape wallpaper. The
breakfast room opens to the sunroom, which faces the lake.
A family room and den located on the second floor of the
home is where everyone gathers at the end of the day. Tall oak
wainscoting and a fireplace are significant features in the room.
The rug, woven from a soft palette of beautiful yarns, wool, cotton,
hemp, and goat, creates the foundation for the room. The lowslung, deep sofa is fashioned after Italian upholstery and design;
pillows and accents in Sharla’s favorite colors brighten the space.
Custom, hand-painted wallpaper is scaled to suit the room.
Work continues on the home. Up next are the foyer, stairway,
hallway, sunroom/home office, and powder room, and then the
primary bedroom suite, kitchen, and basement. “We have a better
sense of how we want to live in the house,” said Sharla, “so these
next projects are moving right along. We have fallen in love with
Minneapolis. It’s a magical place.” Lighting continues to be a vital
element of the remodel, with the installation of transitional light
fixtures that are modern takes on traditional ideas. “The home is
rooted in traditionalism, but modern furnishings, fabrics, and art
infuse the home with a new spirit and energy,” said Sandy.
twistinterior.com • jkandsons.com • weinsteinhammons.com
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